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1. In internal affairs his most important reform was the creation of a class of salaried administrative officers, the baillis, to supervise local administration of the domain. He was much more
.
active in foreign affairs. He conspired with Richard the Lionhearted against Henry II, with John
against Richard the Lionhearted, and with Arthur I of Brittany against John. FTP, name this
important French king who saw his royal domains doubled during his reign from 1180 until 1223.
Answer: _Philip Ie
Accept: _Philip Augustus_
2. This city was founded in 1536 by the Spanish conquistador Juan de Saavedra but was not permanently established until 1544 by Pedro de Valdivia. It was relatively unimportant in colonial
times, and grew rapidly in the late 19th century. It is one terminus of the trans-Andean railway
and the seat of the Chilean Naval Academy. FTP, identify this chief port and second largest city
of Chile.
Answer: _ Valparaiso_
3.
An experimentalist working with atonality and post-Freudian themes, he later combined the
12-tone system with lyric and dramatic qualities of the Viennese romantic tradition. His "Lyric
Suite", and unfinished opera, "Lulu" are among his popular works. FTP identify this 20th century
Austrian composer most noted for his masterpiece the opera "Wozzeck" (VOY-check).
Answer: Alban _BerR4. Red, Green, and Blue are of course the transmissive primary colors, but, FAQTP, they are also
three other ways of describing subatomic particles better known by the following list: up, down,
top, bottom, strange, and charm.
Answer: _Quarks_
5. His discovery of a method for making jet for jewelry brings prosperity to the whole village, and
the grateful people elect him mayor. Then his conscience forces him to confess his former identity to save a prisoner unjustly arrested. A significant portion of this former identity involves
repeated attempts to escape the pursuit of Police Inspector Javert. FTP, identify the hero of Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables".

6. As Secretary of War from 1899 until 1904 he was largely responsible for directing policy for
the Spanish territories won in 1898. As Secretary of State from 1905 until 1909 he improved
relations with Latin America and Japan. FTP identify this American statesman who won the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1912.
Answer: Elihu _Rooe
7. Entrance to it could be gained only by crossing the rainbow bridge Bifrost, which was guarded
by Heimdall, the watchman of the gods. It consisted ofluxurious palaces and halls in which the
gods dwelled, conferred, and banqueted; one of the most beautiful of these halls was Valhalla.
FTP, identify this traditional home of the Norse Gods.

(
(

,

Answer: _Asgard_
8.
Regenerating liver and muscle cells are some of the only cells in the human body capable of
reversing this principle, which may sound like it comes from Calculus. FTP, what is this principle, which allows for the single celled zygote to develop into a complex organism.
Answer: _Differentiation_
9.
"Abilene," "Bus Stop," "California Ten Step," "Geriatric Get-a-Iong," "Colorado Shuffle,"
"Hustle," "Trashy Women," "Tush Push," "Electric Slide," and fmally, "Macarena" are all, FTP,
what type of dance in which groups of dancers perform the same steps facing each of the four
walls of a dance hall in succession?
Answer: _Line_ Dance
10. It was written at the suggestion of John Caryll, a friend of the poet, ostensibly to heal a family
row which resulted when a friend of the poet playfully clipped a lock of hair from a young
woman. The poet's larger purpose was to ridicule the social vanity of the day. FTP identify the
poem featuring the characters Lord Petre and Belinda, written by Alexander Pope.
Answer: _The Rape of the Lock_
11. Followers of this movement included Antonio Sant'Elia, Gino Severini, Giacomo Balla, and
Umberto Boccioni. "A screaming automobile is more beautiful than the 'Victory ofSamothrace,'"
it's founder, Filippo Marinetti, once remarked. FTP, identify this art movement which lasted from
1909-1918 and glorified machinery, war, speed, and the modern world.
Answer: _Futurism_
12. He served in the War of 1812 under Andrew Jackson against the Seminole Indians and later as
commissioner to remove the Indians to their reservation in Florida. He was also a promoter of
railroads and advocated a Southern rail system to control the trade of the South and West, freeing
those areas from dependency on the North. FTP, identify this man, Minister to Mexico under
President Pierce, who negotiated the treaty for the strip of land purchased from Mexico in 1853.
Answer: James _Gadsden_
13.
This British theoretical physicist was born in 1902 in Bristol, England, and educated at the
universities of Bristol and Cambridge. He held professorships at Cambridge, where he taught
Mathematics, and Florida State University, where he taught Physics. He shared the Nobel Prize in
Physics with Erwin Schrodinger in 1933. FTP, identify the physicist who postulated the existence of the positron, suggesting the theory of antimatter.
Answer: Paul_Dirac_
14. He dedicated his major psychological work, 1902's "Fundamentals of Psychology", to Gustav
Fechner, stating, "lowe everything to you." While there had been some speculation and reflection about memory before him, his were the first systematic experimental investigations. FTP,
identify this German psychologist who introduced the nonsense syllable as a standard stimulus for
memory research.
Answer: Hermann _Ebbinghaus_

15. In the late 1920's he turned to the theater with three plays noted for their "movie" technique:
"The Moon Is a Gong", "Airways, Inc.", and "Fortune Heights". He will always remain better
known for the technical precision he exhibited in his masterpiece work, which began to be
reflected in the early novel "Manhattan Transfer". FTP, identify the author of "The 42nd Parallel", "1919", and "The Big Money", which make up the U.S.A. trilogy.
Answer: John _Dos Passos_
16. The concert overtures of Berlioz and Mendelssohn may be considered direct prototypes of this
orchestral form. It may simply be the impressionistic portrayal of the theme, as in Debussy's
"Afternoon ofa Faun", but, FTP, it usually refers to, as in Respighi's "Pines of Rome", Strauss's
"Don Juan", and Liszt's "Les Preludes", a type of one-movement orchestral composition based on
an idea or theme from a non-musical artistic source.
Answer: _Symphonic Poem_
Accept: _Tone Poem_
17. He was a star catcher in the late 1800s for the Washington Senators and Pittsburgh Pirates. In
1901 he joined a new American League team as manager, and went on to win nine pennants and
five world series. FTP identify the man who managed the Philadelphia Athletics for an incredible
50 years.
Answer: Connie _Mack_
Accept: Cornelius _McGillicuddy_

(

18.
He was elected to Parliament as a Conservative in 1950, and held several posts in the party
before becoming leader ofthe party in 1965. He became prime minister when the Conservatives
won the 1970 general election, largely on the issue of the economy. FTP, identify this British
Prime Minister whose administration was marked by Britain's entry into the Common Market and
by the labor unrest that brought down his government.
Answer: Sir Edward _Heath_
19. Without a steady diet of Vitamin A, humans would be unable to see very well in the dark. This
is because of a pigment, which is bleached out by bright sunlight, that makes the rod cells sensitive to light. FTP what is the name of this pigment, known also as visual purple.
Answer: _RhodopsiIL (row-DOPP-zin)
Accept: _Visual Purple_ before "known also ... "
20. One of the minor characters in this novel is Mr. Holgrave, a liberal-minded young daguerreotypist who is engaged to be married to Phoebe. It is he who reveals the secret recess hiding the
now-useless deed to the vast tract of land in Maine, which he knows because he is actually a
descendant of Thomas Maule. FTP identify this American novel whose principal characters
include Hepzibah, Clifford, Jaffrey, and Colonel Pyncheon.
Answer: _The House of the Seven Gables_
21. It is mostly mountainous and is crossed by three ranges of the Apennines, which reach their
highest point there in the Gran Sasso d'Italia group. It was once a very poor region but now has a
steadily increasing per capita income thanks to agriculture and tourism. FTP identify this region

c

of central Italy which borders the Adriatic and whose capital is L'Aquila.
Answer: _AbruzzL
. 22. Since 1925 several pan-Islamic congresses have attempted unsuccessfully to establish a rightfulone. Among them historically are Selim I, Muawiya, Ali, and Abu Bakr. FTP, identify this
term given to the spiritual head and temporal ruler of the Islamic state.
Answer: _Caliph_
Accept: _Caliphate_
23. This operating system [OS] may show promise in the Television and Movie industry, after its
demonstration of its ability to perform graphic-intensive work very efficiently on a parallel processor equipped PowerPC, but its plans have definitely been changed after it failed to woo the
assistance and support of Apple, which chose to purchase NeXT (next) Software for $400 million. FTP, name this OS which won the Ziff-Davis Macworld Eddy award in 1996 for
Outstanding Breakthrough Technology, and also names a Calvin Klein fragrance.
Answer: _Be_
Accept: _Beos_

(

It occurs in classical sculpture, and was much used in 16th century Italy, for example by
24.
Michelangelo and the Mannerists. An example of its use is Cristofano da Bracciano's "Orpheus,"
and it was originally the Greek's solution to balancing the weight of the body in sculpture. FTP,
identify this pose in which the upper body faces in a slightly different direction from the lower,
with the weight resting on one leg.

Answer: _Contrapposto_
25.
He wrote the "Tales of Ensign Stal", a collection of prose and verse glorifying the Finnish
soldiers of the Russo-Finnish war, which contains the poem "Our Land", which has become
Finland's national anthem. FTP identify the Finnish poet whose other epics include "The Elk
Hunters" and "King Fjalar".
Answer: Johan Ludvig _Runeber!L
26.
Talk about not living up to expectations. A brand new 30,000 seat stadium, a millionaire
chairman, a manager who had excelled in his early career, and the unexpected signings of Brazilian star Juninho (you-NIN-hoh) and Italian star Fabrizio Ravanelli (fah-BREEZE-ee-oh
rah-vah-NELL-ee) gave this team's fans reason to hope. FTP, name this Bryan Robson-managed
team which is rapidly slipping towards relegation in the English First Division.
Answer: _Middlesbrough_ (mi-dles-BROW)
27. UNESCO is a specialized agency of the United Nations which seeks to further world peace by
encouraging free interchange of ideas and of cultural and scientific achievements, and improving
education. FTP, what does the acronym UNESCO stand for?
Answer: _United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization_
28. From 1878 to 1951 it was a coaling and repair station for the U.S. Navy. It has an excellent,
landlocked harbor and is the only port of call in American Samoa. FTP, identify the capital of

(

American Samoa.
Answer: _Pago Pago_

(
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1. Identify the modem artist given a description FTP each.
A. He portrays the people and places of rural Pennsylvania and Maine in meticulous, naturalistic
style that is so intense and immediate as to appear surreal. His best-known painting is "Christina's
World."

Answer: _Andrew Wyeth_
B. A leader of abstract expressionism, he painted huge canvases slashed with color and charged
with great energy. He is particularly known for his monumentalI950s series entitled "Woman."

Answer: Willem _De Koonin~
C. His works in wrought iron and cut steel exhibit totem-like forms and a use of space that recalls
constructivism, for example, "Hudson River Landscape".
Answer: _D_avid _Smith_
2. On a 10-5 basis, identify the following "E"-normous concepts from the world of science.
A.
10: In psychology, this refers to the gradual lessening of the connection between a stimulus and
response in behavioral theory.

5:

In biology, it refers to the complete death of an entire species of animals.

Answer: _Extinction_
B.
10: In chemistry, it describes the chemical produced by the oldest known chemical recipes, which
involves heating ethanol with very strong sulfuric acid.

5: In physics, this was the medium through which light was believed to travel prior to the
Michelson-Morley experiment.
Answer: _Ethec
C.I 0: This principal is used in smokestacks to reduce harmful emissions by drawing particles from
the air by use of electric charge.
5: You probably know it better as being involved in the process of DNA fingerprinting. Different
fragments of DNA within a gel emulsion are drawn towards electrodes, producing a pattern of
black bars.
Answer: _Electrophoresis_

c. /)

3. Identify these characters from Shakespeare's "Richard II" FTP each.

(

A. He is the duke of Hereford, is able and ambitious, and is roused to anger by Richard's injustice
and ineptitude, and ultimately forces Richard to abdicate.
Answer: _Henry Bolingbroke_
Accept: King _Henry IV_
B.
He is the duke of Lancaster, the uncle of King Richard and the father of Henry Bolingbroke.
Grieved by the banishment of his son and his country's decline, he dies delivering a curse on the
young king which is later carried out.
Answer: _John of GaunL
C.
He is the duke of York and another uncle of King Richard. As Protector of the Realm in
Richard's absence, he is helpless before Bolingbroke's power and yields to him, and bestows his
loyalty on him when Bolingbroke becomes king.
Answer: _Edmund of Langley_
4. Given a literary character, identify the novel in which he appears FFP each.

A. Thomas Sutpen
Answer: _Absalom, AbsalomL
B. Amasa Delano
Answer: _Benito Cereno_
C. Father Jean Marie Latour
Answer: _Death Comes for the Archbishop_
D. Wang Lung
Answer: _The Good Earth_
E. Lavinia Mannon
Answer: _Mourning Becomes Electra_
F. Henry Fleming
Answer: _The Red Badge of Courage_
5. For fifteen points each, identify the opera containing a famous aria given clues.

A.
A wicked governor imprisons his political opponent. The opponent's wife gets a job as the
jailkeeper's assistant, overhears the governor's plot to assassinate her husband, and is understandably upset.
Answer: _Fidelio_

B. A court jester tries to shield his daughter from worldly corruption. An old count puts a curse
on him. The jester's boss, a lascivious Duke, seduces his daughter. The jester forces his daughter
to eavesdrop with him while the Duke reveals his true misogynist colors.
Answer _Rigoletto_
6. Identify the person from clues, 30-20-10.
In 1593 he was made attorney general of England. One of his rivals for that office was Sir
30:
Francis Bacon, who would become one of his bitterest enemies.
20: He was dismissed from government in 1616, but by 1620 had been elected to Parliament and
became a leader of the popu1ar faction opposing James I and later Charles I, and was prominent in
the drafting of the Petition of Right in 1628.
10: In 1606 he became chief justice of the common pleas, in which position he became the champion of common law against the encroachments of the royal prerogative and declared nu11 and
void royal proclamations that were contrary to law. His reasoning would become highly influential to the American revolutionaries in the 18th Century.
Answer: Sir Edward _Coke_ (pronounced "Cook")
7. Identify this computer programming language, 30-20-10.
30: It was developed by Seymour Papert at MIT in 1968. Some of its higher level functions are
drawn from the LISP programming language.

(

20: It isn't very well received in the commercial programming community, as its primary purpose
is to serve as an educational tool for young children.
10: It is a drawing and graphics language, featuring a turtle that follows the commands input by
the user.
Answer: _Logo_
8. Time Magazine recently honored the top ten advertising campaigns for 1996. Given a description of the top three campaigns, identify the company doing the campaign FTP each.
A. To the beat of Van Halen's "You Really Got Me", a G.I. Joe look-alike leaves one playroom,
hits the road for another in a sporty coupe and picks up a silver-lamed faux Barbie from her plastic manse.
Answer: _Nissan_
B. Guy eyes girl in an elevator, and instantly their imaginations run wild toward dream dates, love
dens, and then, oh no!--a screaming newborn. When the elevator doors open, lust shuts down.
Answer: _Levi's_
C. A Clay-mation version of 01' Blue Eyes hawking a beverage remains the year's cheekiest and
most memorable celebrity endorsement. The Chairman's concert is over, the fans want more, but
Frank wants out, yet the beverage of choice gets him energized for an encore.

Answer: _Lipton_ Brisk Iced Tea
9. Identify the author from works, 30-20-10.
30: A series of essays attempting to reconcile science with religion called "The Christian Philosopher".
20: A discussion of the supernatural titled "The Wonders of the Invisible World".
10: A history of the church in New England titled "Magnalia Christi Americana".
Answer: _Cotton Mathec
10. Mia Hamm has recently been seen in commercials promoting Pert Plus, due to her gorgeous
long hair. However, several of her male counterparts also have "notable" hair. For the stated
number of points, identify the following "Hair Gods" of international soccer.

A. FFP, this US National and MLS New England Revolution defender has long curly red hair, a
goatee, a rock band, and has been featured in commercials for ESPN's Sportscenter.
Answer: Alexi _Lalas_
FTP, this captain of Colombia's national side and Tampa Bay Mutiny star is known for his
B.
frizzy orange hair, and has been voted South American Player of the Year three times.
Answer: Carlos _ Valderrama_
C.F15P, This Argentinean midfielder has excelled for Real (ray-AL) Madrid, but hasn't played for
the Argentinean National side since Daniel Passarella banned long hair and earrings when he took
over as coach in 1994.
Answer: Fernando _Redondo_
11. On seven occasions in American history, the oath of office given to the President of the United
States was administered by someone other than the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Given
that one President was twice sworn in by· a different person, identify the six presidents who have
been sworn in by someone other than the Chief Justice, FFP each.
Answer: George _ Washillgton_ (twice), John ..:::Tyler--, Millard _Fillmore--, _T_heodore
_Roosevelt--, Calvin _Coolid,ge--, _L-Y11don _JoIpson_
12. Identify these notorious ports, for the stated number of points.

A. FFP, It is a port on the estuary of the Yangtze River, has a population of nearly eight million as
of 1990, and handles the major share of China's foreign and coast-wide trade.
Answer: _ShanghaL
B. FTP, this commercial and industrial seaport has been a major European port since the 16th
Century and is the largest port in Belgium.

(

Answer: _Antwerp_
C.
F 15P, this is the largest inland port in Europe, situated at the junction of the Rhine and Ruhr
rivers in northwest Germany. It has a population of slightly over half a million.
Answer: _DuisburlL,
13. This latest development in the world of computer networking has allowed the high-speed
transmission of voice and data over shared phone lines, at true speeds up to 512 KBps (kilobits
per second) within a users home, over standard copper lines. First, FTP, what is the name given
to this new service?
Answer: _ISDN_ (pronounced IZZ-den or simply as an initialism)
Now, for five points per word, what does ISDN (read as IZZ-den) stand for.
Answer: _Integrated Services Digital Network_
(Moderator: If the team answers with the expanded acronym for the first part, award thirty
points)
14. For 15 points each, identify these artistic terms.
Da Vinci was among the fIrst to use this technique to break out of the tradition of flat, oneA.
dimensional outlining of figures. It involves modeling 3-D figures by contrasting or graduating
areas of light and dark.
Answer: _Chiaroscuro_ (kee-ahr-e-SKEWR-o)
B.
Coming from the Italian word for "smoke", it describes a method of fusing areas of color or
tone to create a soft, hazy, atmospheric effect, not unlike the soft focus in old Hollywood movies.
Answer: _Sfumato_ (sfoo-MAH-toe)
15. Answer the following related questions about a 20th Century novel for the stated number of
points.
A. FTP, identify the widely-sold novel in which the hero is an architect of enormous conceit who
nevertheless succeeds in justifying his faith in the permanent values of honest design.
Answer: _The Fountainhead_
B. FTP, identify the author of "The Fountainhead".
Answer: Ayn _Rand_
C. FFPE, identify the two American architects on whom the novel is supposed to be based.
Answer: Frank Lloyd _ WrighC and Louis _Sullivan_
16. Identify these Mexican Presidents from the clues provided FTP each.

()

A. Except for a brief interregnum from 1880 to 1884, he ruled Mexico from 1876 until 1911. His
rule was ruthless and ultimately effective, as he played interest groups off one another and was

(

able to reconcile with the Catholic Church and the United States.
Answer: Portirio _Diaz_
B. After Diaz stole the election of 1910, this defeated candidate proclaimed a revolution and captured Juarez in May 1911; Diaz resigned within weeks and he won the ensuing election.
However, his administration was anything but successful, and he was unable to accomplish any
notable refonns.

Answer: Francisco _Madero_
C.After Madero's revolution, he aided the new president who reluctantly made him commander of
the federal forces. Later, he plotted with Madero's enemies, and overthrew him in 1913. He was
openly opposed by Woodrow Wilson, and steady insUrgent military pressure forced him to resign
in July 1914.
Answer: Victoriano JIuerta_
17. 30-20-10, identify the composer from works.
30: The "Haugtussa" song cycle and "Piano Concerto in A Minor"
20:"The Mountain Thrall" and the "Holberg Suite"
10: "Morning" and "In the Hall of the Mountain King"
Answer: Edvard Hagerup _Grie&18. Answer these questions about the United Nations for the stated number of points.
A. FTP, identify the man recently appointed Secretary General of the United Nations.

Answer: Kofi _Annan_
B. FTP, what country is Kofi Annan from?

Answer: _Ghana_
C. FFP each, identify the two countries which had been at the forefront of the nomination process;
one because of its veto of Boutros Boutros Ghali, the other for its original opposition to Annan.
Answer: _United States_ and _France_
19. Identify the following scientist, 30-20-10.
30: He was born in Shrewsbury, Shropshire, England, in 1809, and educated at the elite school at
Shrewsbury, and attended medical school at the University of Edinburgh, before dropping out to
become a clergyman.
20: While at Cambridge, he was influenced by Adam Sedgwick and John Stevens Henslow, and
when he graduated, he took a job on an expedition, based largely on the recommendations of
Henslow.

/'

(

10: The expedition was on the H.M.S. Beagle, and the itinerary included the Galapagos Islands,
where this scientist fonnulated his theory "On The Origin of Species".
Answer: Charles Robert _Darwin_
20. Identify the author from works, 30-20-10.
30: The Glass-Bead Game
20: Trip to the Orient
10: Steppenwolf
Answer: Hennann _Hesse_
21.

Given the name of a Greek god, give the equivalent name of the Roman god, FFPE.

A. Hera

B. Demeter
Answer: _Ceres_
C. Artemis

D. Athena
Answer: _Minerva_
E. Aphrodite
Answer: _ Venus_
F. Hestia

22. Aristotle developed a sophisticated and influential analysis of causation, his theory of
"causes". For example, consider different causes of Michelangelo's "David". Upon examining
the statue we find that it was sculpted from a huge block of white, unflawed, Carrara marble. This
is a description of what Aristotle tenned a "material" cause. FTP each, identify the appropriate
Aristotelian causes of the statue given descriptions.
A. We also know that the statue is not just a block of marble but has an essence or fonn. This is
known as the
cause.
Answer: _FonnaL
B.

How did the statue come to have that fonn? One answer might be through the strokes and

(

blows of the sculptor's hammer and chisel. That answer describes what Aristotle called the _ _
cause.
Answer: _Efficiene
C.
Finally, in describing the statue, we attribute it to the sculptor. It is Michelangelo's "David".
The statue is the product of Michelangelo's genius and supreme talent. This is what Aristotle
called a
cause.
Answer: _FinaL

24.
Al Gore is the 45th Vice President in American history, and some of his predecessors have
been less than memorable. Given a previous veep, identify the President with whom he served
FFP each.
A. William R. King

Answer: Franklin _Pierce_
B. Charles G. Dawes
Answer: Calvin _Coolidge_
C. William A. Wheeler
Answer: Rutherford B. _Hayes_
D. James S. Sherman
Answer: William Howard _Taft_
E. Schuyler Colfax
Answer: Ulysses S. _Grane

